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Abstract. Decision support systems based on computerized Clinical Pro-
tocols (CP) and Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) fall short when deal-
ing with patient co-morbidites, as this demands the concurrent merg-
ing of multiple CP/CPG. We present an ontology-based approach for the
merging of CPG and CP at two levels–i.e. knowledge modeling level and
knowledge execution level. We have developed specialized ontological
modeling constructs to facilitate merging of CPG and CP. We demonstrate
the merging of multiple location-specific CP and disease-specific CPG.

1 Introduction

Clinical Protocols (CP) and Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) are evidence-
based knowledge artifacts that are designed to streamline institution-specific
processes and disease-specific recommendation, respectively. There are a num-
ber of initiatives to computerize these paper based resources to utilize them for
decision support and care planning in clinical setting at the point of care [1].
Notwithstanding the various successes in the computerization of these health-
care knowledge artifacts, the reality is that at execution time each CPG/CP need
to be executed as an independent entity because there are no conceptual and
executional provisions to link multiple CPG/CP to handle co-morbidities.

In this paper we pursue the problem of merging multiple CP and CPG at
both the knowledge and execution levels. We take a semantic web approach
that entails the use of ontologies to model the knowledge within CP and CPG
[2]. Next, we attempt the merging of ontologically-modeled CP and CPG along
common concepts, locations and decision-points using specialized ontology
mapping constructs and merging points. In this regard, we will present two
ontology-driven merging exercises: (a) The merging of location-specific CP for
prostate cancer management to realize a unified prostate cancer management
CP; and (b) The merging of disease-specific CPG to handle co-morbidities.

2 Approaches for Merging Multiple CPG and CP

To handle co-morbid conditions using computerized computerized CPG/CP,
our approach is to systematically merge the computerized CPG/CP of the co-
morbid diseases to generate a ’broad’ evidence-based knowledge resource. Merged



CPG/CP will allow to optimize the care process in terms of (a) avoiding dupli-
cation of intervention tasks, resources and diagnostic tests; (b) re-using results
of common activities; (c) ensuring that different clinical activities, across active
CPG/CP, are clinically compatible and their simultaneous application does not
comprise patient safety; and (d) standardizing care across multiple institutions.
We argue that, from a knowledge management perspective, the challenge is to
develop mechanisms to ’merge’ [3] multiple CPG/CP at both the knowledge
modeling and knowledge execution levels. We have identified two CPG/CP
merging scenarios and explore them in this paper:

1. Merging at Knowledge Modeling Level: In this scenario, multiple CPG/CP are
merged to develop a unified ’co-morbid knowledge model’ that encom-
passes (a) the individual knowledge of the candidate CPG/CP; and (b)
the defined semantic and pragmatic relationships between the candidate
CPG/CP. Here, the knowledge modeler merges the candidate CPG/CP by
establishing a conceptual mapping between common concepts (such as tasks,
resources, professionals, results and so on) across different CPG/CP. The
merged CPG/CP model represents each CPG/CP as a combination of both
unique/specialized and common/generic concepts, thus ensuring that each
modeled CPG/CP maintains its unique identity and yet at the same time is
part of a broader knowledge model. Knowledge level merging is particu-
larly suitable for (a) combining a disease-specific CP for different institu-
tions to develop a generic CP model; and (b) for combining CPG/CP of
co-morbid diseases by including specialized knowledge about how to inte-
grate them in different situations.

2. Merging at the Knowledge Execution Level: In this scenario, multiple CPG/CP
are merged in a dynamic manner to create an adaptable CPG/CP that modu-
lates with respect to the patient conditions and prospective sequence of care
processes. CPG/CP merging in this case involves establishing linguistic,
terminological and conceptual correspondences between the active CPG/CP
models in a look-forward manner during the execution of the CPG/CP.
Here, an a priori unified model is not created, rather CPG/CP merging
takes place as and when needed based on pre-defined merging criterion
and rules during the execution of the CPG/CP for a specific patient. A
validation exercise, which can be both manual or rule-based, ensures that
the merged CPG/CP is clinically pragmatic for the patient. Execution-level
merging is typically suitable for merging CPG/CP based on common tasks
across co-morbidities diseases. For CPG/CP modeled as ontologies, ontol-
ogy alignment and reconciliation techniques [4] can be used to merge them.

In our work, we pursue the merging of CPG and CP by (a) representing
the healthcare knowledge encapsulated within the CPG and CP as ontologies
[5] [6], and (b) applying specialized ontology mapping/alignment constructs
to merge multiple CPG/CP along common concepts or tasks.



3 Merging at the Knowledge Modeling Level

The idea is to merge multiple CPG/CP in terms of a unified knowledge model
that identifies common elements and accounts for disease or institution-specific
variations. We have developed two concepts, termed as branching nodes and
merging nodes to pursue merging at the knowledge level. The branching node
allows a CPG/CP to branch off the unified model in case the next task/inform-
ation/constraint is unique. In our ontological knowledge modeling approach,
this is achieved by the modeling construct, Class Intersection, that models a
unique instance that combines two classes. Below we show ’institution-specific’
class intersections denoting an intersection between the INSTITUTION class
with some other aspect to represent an instance that is unique to an Institution.

– INSTITUTION-TASK-INTERSECTION represents an intersection between
classes INSTITUTION and TASK to signify a unique individual, such as a
unique TaskA that is only performed at InstitutionB.

– INSTITUTION-TREATMENT-INTERSECTION represents a unique Treat-
mentX that is offered in only in a specific Institution.

– INSTITUTION-FOLLOWUP-INTERSECTION represents a unique FOLL-
OWUP offered at a specific Institution.

– INSTITUTION-CLINICIAN-INTERSECTION represents the clinician per-
forming a specific TASK, TREATMENT or FOLLOWUP at an Institution.

– INSTITUTION-INTERVAL-INTERSECTION represents the interval dura-
tion for a specific event at a particular Institution.

– INSTITUTION-FREQUENCY-INTERSECTION represents the frequency of
a specific activity at a particular Institution.

In a unified CP/CPG model, when a CP branches off on a unique path then
the merging node serves as a point to synchronize the multiple branches to re-
alize a unified CPG/CPG if: (a) no further activities are left in the branch; or
(b) the next task is common with other branches. There are two types of merg-
ing nodes: (a) The Merge-Wait node waits for all the incoming branching to the
node to be satisfied before the execution moves forward; and (b) The Merge-
Proceed node simply merges the branch to the unified model and continues
the execution without waiting for the completion of the other branches. In fig-
ure 1, we illustrate both the branching and merging nodes. Note that after the
task ‘RecieptOfBiopsyReportByUrologist’ the three institutions perform unique
tasks (modeled as Institution-Task Intersections) and therefore three separate
institution-speciifc branches are spawned, each having unique individuals for
hasTask and isFollowedByConsultation relations. Later, the task ’Consult-4’ serves
as a merging node to realize a unified CP [7].

4 Merging at the Knowledge Execution Level

In conceptual terms, execution level merging involves the alignment of the
knowledge models representing the CPG and CP. In our case, we use separate



Fig. 1. Branching and Merging of Clinical Pathways

ontologies to model both CPG [5] and CP[6], therefore merging is pursed as an
ontology alignment exercise [4] based on the presence of common plans/steps
that exist across multiple active CP/CPG. Merging at the execution level is
complex and involves a temporal aspect to maintain a state graph that en-
capsulates the tasks completed and the forthcoming tasks. CPG/CP merging
is, therefore, based on the commonality of the forthcoming tasks and the re-
usability of results of previous tasks. The outcome of this exercise is (a) a com-
prehensive decision model, encompassing multiple CPG/CP; (b) optimization
of resources by reducing repetitive tests/actions, and (c) efficient execution of
common tasks. The dynamic merging of multiple CPG/CP, whilst maintain-
ing clinical pragmatics, is quite challenging because (i) recommendations that
are common across multiple CPG are not necessarily administered at the same
time, and (ii) certain parts of the merging CPG may later result in contradictions
or adverse effects. In our work, we pursue three CPG merging scenarios.

Scenario 1: Both guidelines recommend a common step at the same time.
Both CPG merge at the common step and then branch off to their respective
paths when the common step is completed (shown in figure 2a).

Scenario 2: In case the common step is not executed at the same time by
two CPG, then CPG merging is still possible if the CPG in front (in terms of
its execution order) can wait before executing the common step–i.e. the ability-
to-wait constraint for the common step can be satisfied. To model this merging
scenario, for each ACTION-STEP we have specified the following attributes:
(a) expected-duration to represent the average execution time for a step; and (b)
logic-to-calculate-acceptable-wait to specify the criteria to calculate the maximum
acceptable wait time before starting the step (shown in figure 2b).

Scenario 3: Two CPG can be merged if they can re-use the results of a com-
mon step. To ensure that the result is not outdated, we have specified an at-
tribute acceptable-duration-of-results-if-available that will ensure that the trailing
CPG is using a valid result.



(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Merging two concurrent CPG when the common step is to be executed at the
same time; (b) Two CPG with a common step but at two different times. One CPG waits
for the other to reach to the common step so that they can merge

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have discussed our ontology based approach to model the
merging of multiple CPG and CP. The merged knowledge was subjected to two
kinds of evaluation: (a) representational adequacy and efficiency to ensure that
the ontological models [2], both for the original and merged knowledge, is able
to capture the concerned concepts. The key feature of our approach is that it
provides execution semantics whilst maintaining clinical pragmatics (based on
the available knowledge). We argue that by investigating the overlaps between
CPG and CP we will be able to (a) develop more sustainable knowledge mod-
els that can handle broad additions and updates; (b) generalize the knowledge
across different regions; and (c) identify specialized tasks at each location and
for individual diseases [8].
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